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I、Warning :please read the following instructions before operation, which is a safety guaranty 

to SPA users. 
1、The system must be installed by qualified technicians, switch for electricity leakage should be installed 

at the place convenient to be controlled. 
2、The bathtub must be installed to the floor for safety purpose, if not, we won’t take responsibility for the 

lost of the bad grounding! 
3、Taking load capacity of the wires into consideration when installed, otherwise, this will impact normal 

function or even occur safety accidents! 
4、To ensure sanitation of SPA, those who have skin or infectious disease should not use it. 
5、 All the jets, fountains cannot be shut down while keep water pumps working simultaneously, for this 

will damage the SPA heavily. 
6、The first time to use SPA, before filling in water, please check and shut all drain valves, and all the jets, 

water pumps must be highly tightened(they might be loose during transportation). 
7、The old, kids and those with heart disease and low/high blood pressure should use the SPA cautiously 

and under the care of the healthy adults; Without doctor’s professional instruction, pregnant women 
cannot use the SPA. 

8、Risk：Under the state of alcohol, poison and drugs, it will be dangerous to use the SPA. 
9、Make sure that water slips out of jets regularly, or the relative components will be damaged. 
10、Protect from getting hurt, please check the water temperature to make sure if it is ok to use when using 

the SPA. 
11、SPA input water temperature should not be over 42 Celsius degrees so as not to get hurt; 30-40 Celsius 

degree is the safety scope for human body. When you have been in the SPA for over 10-15 minutes, 
please try to lower the water temperature. 

12、Before using the SPA drugs, please take the physical property into consideration, for example, granular 
or root-like drugs must be walled within filter bag. 

13、After finishing strenuous exercise please do not use the SPA right away. 
14、If feeling unwell when or after you used the SPA, please stop it right away and go to see the doctor. 
15、Do not move or open the lid of filter. 
16、Excessive Exposure to the sun for long will damage the SPA surface, when you are not going to use 

the SPA, please cover it up against the sunshine. 
17、If you use the SPA often, please wash the paper element filter for one time every week. 
18、The heat preservation cover is formed of foam, prevent kids playing on it. 
19、When filling in water, water should be 1cm over the probe screw when installed China control system, 

and water 1cm over all the jets when installed Balboa system. 
20、No water or water level doesn't reach the probe screw or over all the jets, do not operate the spa. 
21、If the spa not to use, please keep the maintenance doors locked well or tighten the screw. 
22、All the maintenance must be done after electricity has been cut off. 
23、After the repair work and maintenance, check if all the functions run well. 
24、In the very cold areas or seasons, please keep the SPA connected with electricity, filled with enough 

water in the SPA, so as to protect SPA from being frozen to be broken, or you can drain water 
completely and cover to seal it. 

25、All the preservation and maintenance must be done by qualified professionals . For more service, 
please contact the suppliers or sales agents. 

26、The product must be permanently connected to the fixed wiring. 
27、Parts incorporating electrical components must be located or fixed so that they cannot fall into 

the bath. 
28、The product should be supplied through a residual current device (RCD) having a rated residual 

operated current not exceeding 30mA. 
29、If your SPA is placed in direct sunlight , as possible as you can, please avoid to place it on the 

glass floor or near the location of the glass wall , specular reflection effects can lead too high 
temperature on partial skirt which will cause skirt deformation. 
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Ⅱ、Control system usage instructions  

 
(Ⅱ-1)、USA BALBOA control system :model GS523 or GS510 

 
GS523DZ (for three SPA massage pumps) 

 

1. First Start-up 

Your spa will enter Priming Mode (Pr）when it is energized. During Priming Mode, press “Jets” button (s) 

repeatedly and be sure all pumps are free of air. Priming Mode lasts for less than 5 minutes. Press “Warm" 

or “Cool" to exit. After Priming Mode, the spa will run in Standard Mode (see Mode section). 

The pump responsible for heating and filtration (pump 1 low-speed on non-circ system, or the circ pump on 

circ systems) will be referred to simply as the pump. In multi-button sequences, if the buttons are pressed 

too quickly in sequence, they may not register. 

Pump is the abbreviation of those used for heating and filtering. on operation, if you press too quickly, it 

may be unavailable. 

 

2. Temp control (80°F-104°/26.0°-40.0°C) 

The last measured water temperature is constantly displayed. The water temperature displayed is current 

only when the pump has been running for at least 2 minutes. To display the set temperature, press “Warm" 

or “Cool" once. To change the set temperature, press a temperature button again before the display stops 

flashing. After three seconds, the display will stop flashing and begin to display the current Spa temperature. 

 

3. Jets 1: (extend key) 

This key is without control any function and pump, this key is excrescent or uses it to extend other function 

if you need. 

 

4. Jets 2/ Jets 3/Blower（if equipped） 
Press the “Jet2” button once, pump 1 would be turn on; Press the “Jet2” button twice, pump2 would be turn 

on, pump1 still operated; Press the “Jet2” button thrice, pump 1 would be turn off, pump2 still operated; 

Press the “Jet2” button quartic, pump2 would be turn off . 

 

5. Light 

Press “Light” to operate the spa light. And off after 4 hours. 

 

6. Time set 

When SPA gets through with electricity for the first time,” SET TIME" will be shown on control panel. 

Press "time" first, then "Mode/Prog" later, press "Warm" or "Cool", when pressing "Warm" or "Cool", time 

set will be added or deducted by 1 minute finally, press "time" again to make sure you have set time. 

 

7. .Mode 

(1) Mode is changed by pressing “Warm” or “Cool”, then pressing “Mode” for change. 

(2)Standard Mode maintains set temperature, and it will be displayed momentarily when you switch into 

Standard Mode. (3)Economy Mode heats the spa to the set temperature only during filter cycles. Ecn will 

display when water temp is not current, and will alternate with water temp when the pump is running. 
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(4)Sleep Mode heats the spa to within 20℉/ 10℃ of the set temperature only during filter cycles. "SLP" will 

display when water temp is not current, and will alternate with water temp when the pump is running. 

 

8. Preset Filter Cycles 

The first preset filter cycle begins 6 minutes after the spa is energized. The second preset filter cycle 

begins 12 hours later. Filter duration is programmable for 2, 4, 6, or 8 hours or for continuous filtration 

(indicated by FILC）. The default filter time is 2 hours. 

To program, Press “Warm” or “Cool”, “then", “Jets 1”. Press “Warm” or “Cool" to adjust. Press “Jets l" to 

exit programming. 

The first presetting filter cycle starts from 8AM and ends at 10AM.the second starts from 8PM and end at 

10PM For circulation systems, the circ pump and the ozone generator (if installed) run 24 hours. In hot 

environments, the circ Pump may turn off for 30 minute periods, except during filter cycles. At the 

beginning of each filter cycle all other equipments will run briefly to pure the plumbing. 

 

9. Additional set for filter cycle. 

Basically you do not need to set the filter cycle, but if you want, press “Time”“Model/Prog” in turn in 3 

seconds, then press “Mode/Prog” again, and SET START FILTER1 (AM) will show on panel. Press 

“Warm” or “Cool” to reset the beginning and ending time of filter cycle. 

When pressing “Mode/Prog”, you will see “SET START FILTER1”then press ”Warm” or ”Cool” to make 

the adjustment. 

When pressing “Mode/Prog” you can see “SET START FILTER2（PM）”then press “Warm” or “Cool” to 

make the adjustment. 

When pressing “Mode/Prog” and you will see “SET START FILTER2”then press ”Warm” or” Cool” 

adjustment. 

Finally, press “Mode/Prog” to make sure of the set. 

 

10. panel lock and unlock 

Press “Time”，“Blower” and ”Warm” in turn within 3 seconds to lock the panel. 

Press “Time”, “Blower” and ”Cool” in turn within 2 seconds to unlock the panel. 

 

Signal Diagnosis on Display: 

SIGN

AL 
SIGNIFICATION REQUIRED OPERATION 

 
No signal on display, and the power has 

been cut off to the spa 

The control panel will be disabled until power returns. Spa 

setting will be preserved until next power up. 

- - Temperature Unknown  
After the pump has been running for 2 minutes, the 

current water temperature will be displayed. 

0HH 

“Over-heated”-the Spa has shut down 

.*one of the sensor has detected 

118°F/47.8℃ at the heater 

Do not enter the water. Remove the cover and cool the 

water. Once the heater has cooled, reset by pushing any 

button. If spa does not reset, shut off the power to the spa 

and call your dealer or service organization. 
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0H5 

“Over-heated”-Spa has shut down 

.*one of the sensor has detected the spa 

water is 110°F /43.5℃. 

Do not enter the water. Remove the cover and cool the 

water. At 107°F/41.7℃, the spa should automatically 

reset. If spa does not reset, shut off the power to the spa 

and call your dealer or service organization. 

5nA 
Spa is shut down. *The “A” Jack in the 

sensor is not working. 

If the problem persists, please contact your distributor or 

service organization (This might temporarily appear when 

over-heating). 

5nb 
Spa is shut down. *The “B” Jack in the 

sensor is not working. 

If the problem persists, please contact your distributor or 

service group (This might temporarily appear when over-

heating). 

5n5 

Sensors are out of balance. if 

alternating with spa temperature, it may 

just be a temporary condition. If 

flashing by itself, spa is shut down.   

If the problem persists, please contact your distributor or 

service group. 

HFL 

A significant difference between 

temperature sensors has been detected. 

This could indicate a flow problem. 

If the water level is normal, make sure all the pumps have 

been primed. If the problem still exists, please contact 

your distributor or service organization. 

LF 

Continuous low flowing problem. 

(Display on the fifth occurrence of HFL 

message within 24 hours) The heater is 

shut down, but other functions on SPA 

keep running. 

Follow action required for “HFL” message. Heating 

capability of the spa will not reset automatically; you may 

press any button to reset. 

dr 

Possible inadequate water, poor flow, 

or air bubbles is detected in the heater. 

Spa is shut down for 15 minutes. 

If the water level is normal, make sure all the pumps have 

been primed. Press any key to reset. This message will be 

reset within 15 minutes. If the problem still exists, please 

contact your distributor or service organization. 

dry 

Inadequate water detected in heater. 

(The third time for “dr” signal.)Spa is 

shut down.* 

Follow action required for “dry” message. SPA will not be 

reset automatically, press any key to reset it manually. 
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1CE 
"Ice"-Potential freeze condition 

detected.  

Not action required. All the equipments will be 

automatically activated regardless of spa status. The 

equipment stays on 4 minutes after the sensors detect that 

the spa temperature has arisen to 45°F/7.2℃ or higher, An 

optional freeze sensor may be added to protect against 

extraordinary freeze condition. Auxiliary freeze sensor 

protection is advisable is colder climates. See your dealer 

for details. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Ⅱ-2)、USA BALBOA control system :model GS100 

 
GS100 (for two SPA massage pumps) 

GS100 Control Reference Card 
Non-Circ Operation 

 

Initial Start-up 

When your spa is first actuated, it will go into Priming mode, indicated by “   ” Please see the M-7 

Installation Instruction Manual for complete instructions on Power-up and Pump Priming .The 

Priming mode will last for less than 5 minutes (press "Temp" or "Set" to skip Priming Mode) and then the 

spa will begin to heat the spa and maintain the water temperature in the Standard mode. 

 

Temp/Set(80°F - 104°F / 26°C - 40°C) 

The start-up temperature is set at 100F°/37°C.  The last measured temperature is constantly displayed on 

the LCD. 

Note that the last measured spa temperature displayed is current only when the pump has been 

running for at least 2 minutes. 

 

To display the set temperature, press the “Temp” or “Set” pad once. 

To change the set temperature, press the pad a second time before the LCD stops flashing. Each press of the 

“Temp” or “Set” pad will continue to either raise or lower the set temperature. If the opposite direction is 

desired, release the pad and let the display revert to the current water temperature. Press the pad to display 

the set temperature, and again to make the temperature change in the desired direction. 

After three seconds, the LCD will stop flashing and display the current spa temperature. 
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Jets 

Touch the “Jets” button once to activate the low speed of the pump and again for the high speed. Press the 

“Jets” button again to turn off the pump. If left running, the low speed of the pump will automatically turn 

off after 4 hours, and the high speed will automatically turn off after 15 minutes. The low speed of the pump 

runs when when the blower is on. It may also activate for at least 2 minutes every 30 minutes to detect the 

spa temperature and then to heat to the set temperature if needed, depending upon mode. When the low 

speed turns on automatically, it cannot be deactivated from the panel; however, the high speed may be 

started. 

 

Light 

Press the “Light” button to turn the light on and off. If left on, the light automatically turns off after 4 hours. 

 

Mode 

Mode is changed by pressing the “Temp” or “Set” button, then pressing the “Light” button. 

 

Standard Mode is programmed to maintain the desired temperature. Note that the last measured spa 

temperature displayed is current only when the pump has been running for at least 2 minutes. “ 

” will be displayed momentarily when you switch into Standard Mode. 

 

Economy Mode heats the spa to the set temperature only during filter cycles. “ 

” will display solid when temperature is not current, and will alternate with temperature when temperature is 

current. 

 

Sleep Mode heats the spa to within 20°F/10°C of the set temperature only during filter cycles. “ 

” will display solid when temperature is not current, and will alternate with temperature when temperature is 

current. 

 

Preset Filter Cycles 

The first filter cycle begins 6 minutes after the spa is energized. The second filter cycle begins 12 hours later. 

Filter duration is programmable for 2, 4, 6, 8 hours or for continuous filtration (indicated by “ 

” The default filter time is 2 hours. To program, press “Temp” or “Set,” then “Jets.” Press “Temp” or “Set” 

to adjust. Press “Jets” to exit programming. The blower purges for 30 seconds at the beginning of each filter 

cycle. The low speed of the pump runs during filtration and the ozone generator (if installed) will be 

enabled. 

Freeze Protection 

If the temperature sensors detect a drop to below 44°F/6.7°C within the heater, the pump and blower will 

automatically activate to provide freeze protection. The equipment stays on until 4 minutes after the sensors 

detect that the spa temperature has risen to 45°F/7.2°C or higher. In colder climates, an optional additional 

freeze sensor may be added to protect against freeze conditions that may not be sensed by the standard 

sensors. Aux freeze sensor protection acts similarly except with the temperature thresholds determined by 

the switch and without a 4-minute delay in turnoff. See your dealer for details.enabled. 

 

Freeze Protection 

If the temperature sensors detect a drop to below 44°F/6.7°C within the heater, the pump and blower will 

automatically activate to provide freeze protection. The equipment stays on until 4 minutes after the sensors 

detect that the spa temperature has risen to 45°F/7.2°C or higher. In colder climates, an optional additional 

freeze sensor may be added to protect against freeze conditions that may not be sensed by the standard 

sensors. Aux freeze sensor protection acts similarly except with the temperature thresholds determined by 

the switch and without a 4-minute delay in turnoff. See your dealer for details. 
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Diagnostic Messages 
Message    Meaning 

         No message on display. 

     Temperature unknown. 

   “Overheat” The spa has shut down.  One of the sensors has detected 118°F/48°C at the heater.  

  “Overheat” The spa has shut down.  One of the sensors has detected that the spa water is 

110°F/43°C. 

    “Ice” Potential freeze condition detected.   

   Spa is shut down.  The sensor that is plugged into the Sensor “A” jack is not working.  

   Spa is shut down.  The sensor that is plugged into the Sensor “B” jack is not working. 

  Sensors are out of balance.  If alternating with spa temperature, it may just be a temporary 

condition.  If flashing by itself, spa is shut down.  

   A significant difference between temperature sensors has been detected.  This could indicate 

aflow problem. 

   Persistent low flow problems.  (Displays on the fifth occurrence of “  ”message within 24 

hours.) Heater is shut down, but other spa functions continue to run normally. 

   Possible inadequate water, poor flow, or air bubbles in detected in the heater.  Spa is shut down for 

15 minutes. 

   Inadequate water detected in heater.  (Displays on third occurrence of“  ”message.) Spa is shut 

down. 

 

Action Required 

 

        The control panel will be disabled until power returns.  Spa settings will be preserved until next 

power up. 

        After the pump has been running for 2 minutes, the temperature will be displayed. 

        DO NOT ENTER THE WATER.  Remove the spa cover and allow water to cool.  Once the 

heater has cooled, reset by pushing any button.  If spa does not reset, shut off the power to the 

spa and call your dealer or service organization.  

        DO NOT ENTER THE WATER.  Remove the spa cover and allow water to cool.  At 

107°F/42°C, the spa should automatically reset.  If spa does not reset, shut off the power to the 

spa and call your dealer or service organization.  

No action required.  The pump and blower will automatically activate regardless of spa status 

        If the problem persists, contact your dealer or service organization.  (May appear temporarily in 

an overheat situation and disappear when the heater cools.)  

        If the problem persists, contact your dealer or service organization.  (May appear temporarily in 

an overheat situation and disappear when the heater cools.)  

If the problem persists, contact your dealer or service organization. 

        Check water level in spa. Refill if necessary.  If the water level is okay, make sure the pumps 

have been primed.  If problem persists, contact your dealer or service organization.  

Follow action required for “  ” message.  Heating capability of the spa will not reset 

automatically; you may press any button to reset. 

        Check water level in spa.  Refill if necessary.  If water level is okay, make sure the pumps have 

been primed.  Press any button to reset, or this message will automatically reset within 15 

minutes.  If problem persists, contact your dealer or service organization.  

        Follow action required for “  ” message.  Spa will not automatically reset.  Press any 

button to reset. 
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Ⅲ. Brief Introduction of All SPA Models： 

 
Materials: it is made of acrylic plate with fiber glass reinforced. (Color of Acrylic: A001—Blue Cloud; 

A002—White Cloud; A003—Green Cloud; A004—Pearl White; A005—Sesame Blue; A006—Sesame 

Green; A007—Sesame White；A008--blue pearl；A009--Blue glittering and translucent；A010—White 

cloud; A011—Golden grey；A012—Pearl grey；A013—coffee；A014—Blue pearl；A016—Red；

A017—Sesame black；A018—white sesame；A019--Gypsum white; A020—Pearl black, etc. 

 

Functions (Standard Configuration) 

 

Configuration above is only for reference, for exact information, please subject to actual entity. 

1).Functions of Spa : water force surf and massage, bubble bath, heating, filter, ozone disinfecting, 

Bluetooth player (optional), underwater lamp, computer control, plastic skirt etc. 

2).Optional fittings: Spa insulation cover, ladder, spa body, insulation foam on bottom tub body or skirt 

hem, small leds from 20-40pieces, some of the models could be equiped with fountain and waterfall 

function, some could choose to install TV and DVD, some could choose to install aromatic perfume ect. 

 

 

 

 

Ⅳ. Description on Using Parts:  
A )●MANUAL OF THE WATERPROOF BLUETOOTH/AMPLIFIER SYSTEM 

  Configuration: 

1、Waterproof speakers: 2pcs (30-50W) 

2、Bluetooth amplifier: 1pc 

3、Power: 1pc (DC12V 6A) 

4、3.5mm voice frequency extension cord: 1pc 

5、Bluetooth switch: 1pc 

6、Indicator light: 1pc 
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2HP/3HP 

M-3301 220x210x80 8 16 15 4 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 

M-3303 320x230x100 19 74 32 4 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 

M-3319 310x230x97 21 24 30 4 1 3 1 1 1 2 1 1 

M-3322 230x220x80 29 4 24 4 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 

M-3332 210x152x81 16 12 8 4 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 

M-3351 183 x183 x83 8 12 20 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

M-3357 220 x220 x92 9 76  5 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 

M-3360 220x110x77 3 13  2  1  1 1 1 1 1 

M-3369 219x190x80 6 20  1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 

M-3372 210x152x78 5 11  4  1  1 1 1 1 1 
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   Instructions: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bluetooth amplifier box Switch  3.5mm voice frequency indicator light 
 
                                                              extension cord 
 
 
 

1、 Power on, open the switch, then the indicator light will flash 

 

2、 Open the bluetooth devices switch on Phone or Ipad, choose search device, When searching 

out“SPA”device, there will be bluetooth matching request on phone, input“PIN”number“5188”, press 

confirm, then the handling device will connect successfully with the bluetooth player. 

 

3、 Open music player, play music, audio on mobile phone will implemented on a wireless connection to 

the spa speakers 

 

4、 Smartphone like IPHONE, Samsung etc、flat computer like IPAD etc can realize the wireless music 

playing by connecting to the bluetooth device. For the dumbphone, MP3 player can realize cable connection 

broadcast by connecting to the 3.5mm voice frequency extension cord. 

 

5、 If one Smartphone or flat computer have connected to the bluetooth player, other Smartphone or flat 

computer cannot connect to this bluetooth player, you have to disconnect the connection, so that other 

device can connect to bluetooth player. 

 

6、 Under this circumstance without walls and other special obstacles, the device can be connected 

properly to bluetooth player at the range of 10 meters. Over 10 meters, the phone or flat computer device 

cannot search out the bluetooth device. 

 

7、 Flat computer or big size Smartphone may too big to put into the bluetooth player box, after connection, 

please put it at the proper place that can keep the normal reception. 

 

B )●Thermostat: 

1、normal starting up time is 4-8 hours 

2、SPA Thermostat cannot be heated by man in the air, or there will be danger. If there is something wrong 

in operation, professional servant is indeed needed to prevent the risk of electricity. 

 

C )●Air pump:  
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Normal starting up time is 15-30 minutes 

Please notice that water level should not be 7cm over the tub water level to prevent air pump being burnout 

by water leakage. 

 

D )●Paper element filters daily maintenance:  

Type one: 

                   
1. REMOVE THE OUTER COVER OF THE SKIMMER 

2. PULL OUT THE FILTRATION TUCK NET 
3. CIRCUMVOLVE AND TAKE OUT THE PAPER CORE 
4. WASH THE PAPER CORE WITH WATER, RESET IT AFTER CLEANING 
 

Type two: 

                
1. TEAR OFF THE PACKAGE OF THE PAPER CORE AND PUT IT INSIDE THE FILTRATION BUCKET 

2. PULL OUT THE FILTRATION TUCK NET 

3. MATCH THE PAPER CORE CORRECTLY INSIDE AND SCREW DOWN IT IN SEQUENCE, THEN PUT THE 

COVER OF FILTRATION BUCKET ON TOP. 

 

Type three: 

   
1.use the key to open the service door 

and turn off the valve of the water 
pump 

2. turn on the 
decompressing valve, and 

turn on the drainage valve of 
the filter 

3. Let the water in the filter drain 
out 

 .   
4. Take away the cover of the filter. 5. Take out the paper core. 6. Clean the paper core with 

water, and put it inside. 
Noted: Different spa model with standard configuration will be equipped with one of these three filtrations, 

please install and clean the paper core in accord with the proper filtration system you purchase.  
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Ⅴ. Description on Installation:  

 
Please confirm the position of the power supply switch and the drainage in accord to positions of the electric 

box and drainage on different SPA models. 

1). Please reserve the electric leakage switch before installing the SPA, please reserve wire for at least 

3*6mm2 to connect to SPA power, for big swimming spa, reserve at least two group of wire for at least 

3*6mm2.(if customer need for 380V,please reserve the leakage for 380V and power supply for at least 

5*4mm2.for big swimming spa, reserve two group of wire for at least 5*4mm2) 
2). Please connect the drainage hole with the prepared 1.5 inch soft pipe while draining the water out from 

the SPA. 

 

 

 

        
 BALBOA GS523DZ  

Electronic control system 230V input power wiring connection diagram 
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BALBOA GS523DZ   

Electronic control system 380V input power wiring connection diagram 

 

Notice： 

1、If your spa uses BALBOA GS523DZ electronic control system, 230 V input power is confirmed 

with the supplier, please do not connect with 380V input power and 380V input power wiring connection 

diagram is not available while installation, and vice-versa.Attention, we are not responsible for any loss in 

any fault in Buyer’s operation. 

    2、If necessary to change, please consult with your dealer and changed by professionals. 

 

Ⅵ. Care and Maintenance:  
1).Please clean the massage bathtub with neutral detergent and soft fabric. Do not clean it with acetone, 

solution, ammonia water and organic solvent, otherwise, it may possibly damage the surface of the bathtub. 

Mildly wipe off the adhesive stains on the bathtub with soft fabric and gasoline.  

2).If there’s scratches on the bathtub, please grind with 2000# grinding paper with water, and then polish 

with toothpaste and soft fabric.  

3). Please wipe off the water scale on the bathtub with light acid detergent such as citric acid and vinegar.   

4). Remove the water-return unit and nozzle for cleaning and removing dirt. 

5). Do not frequently wipe the gold and chrome plated parts (do not contact it with organic solvent).  

6). please keep blunt and knife away from the surface, and butt or the things over 60 degree should be away 

from that too. 

7).one time to check button of electricity leakage every month.  

8). Make frequent checks on the electrical wires, buttons, connectors always to see if they are bitten by rats 

or worms. 

9). Make frequent checks on the feed pipe and drain pipe always to see if there is some parts broken or 

bended make sure it is smooth.  

10).when storing the products, do not put converted and overlapped, make sure they are far away from 

formic acid and methanal as well as any other organic solvent. 

11).if they are needed to be carried, do take those actions lightly, in case of high pressure、mechanical 

impact strength and succession. 

12).if the bathtub are not to be used for a long time, dry inside the bathtub and make the circumstance dry 

and ventilated as well as no corrosive gas. 

 

Ⅶ. Instructions on Maintenance:  
1). Replace the massage water pump: cut off power supply, open the bathtub side plate, drain empty the 

SPA’s water, remove the wires and open the water pump, loosen the fixed bolts and take out the water 
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pump, after replacing the pump, install power wire, fix the bolts, put into small amount of water into the 

bathtub, check if there’s leakage at the pump, and then install the side plate of the bathtub.  

2). Replace the filter water pump: cut off power supply, open the bathtub side plate, turn off the valves on 

both ends of water pump, remove the wires and open the water pump, loosen the fixed bolts and take out the 

water pump, after replacing the pump, install power wire, fix the bolts, put into small amount of water into 

the bathtub, turn on the valve, check if there’s leakage at the pump, and then install the side plate of the 

bathtub. 

3). Replace the thermostat: cut off power supply, open the bathtub side plate, turn off the valves on both 

ends of thermostat, remove the wires, loosen the fixed bolts and take out the thermostat, after replacement, 

install power wire, fix the bolts, put into small amount of water into the bathtub, turn on the valve, check if 

there’s leakage at the pump, and then install the side plate of the bathtub.  

4). Replace the filter core: cut off power supply, open the bathtub side plate, turn off the valves, loosen the 

bolts on top of the filter, take out the filter, remove dirt on bottom of the filter.  

5). Anti-frozen of filter: In some area, water may be frozen in winter, under this case, please stop using filter, 

to remove it and clean the core, store it in safe place or move the filter core to interior. Or keep the SPA at 

standby state. 

 

 

Ⅷ. Troubleshooting:   

Faults  Reason  Solution  

No reaction for panel 

key 

1. Panel was locked 

2. Panel is broken 

Unlock the panel 

Change panel 

No power supply  1. There’s problem for the power 

circuit;  

2. Protective switch is cut off.  

Check the circuit  

Check and remove short circuit, conenct 

the protective switch  

Nozzle doesn’t spray 

water  

1. There’s problem for power 

supply of water pump;  

2. Water pump is not started.  

3. Massage water pump is 

damaged  

4. There is air in pipe 

Check and connect the power wire;  

Check the massage water pump  

Replace the massage water pump   

Purify pipe by taking the loose joint part  

Underwater lamp 

doesn’t light on  

1. Bulb is damaged;  

2. Fuse is broken.  

Replace the bulb  

Replace the fuse  

Poor filtering effect  1. Filter water pump is not started; 

2. Filter isn’t cleaned; 

3. Filter water pump is damaged.  

Start the filter water pump  

Clean the filter  

Replace the filter water pump   

Constant temperature 

effect is unavailable  

1. Thermostat is damaged;  

2. Power supply is unavailable.  

3. Filter is jammed.  

Repair or replace the thermostat   

Check the power supply  

Clean or replace the filter paper core  

Bathtub is scratched   Grind with 2000# grinding paper with 

water, and then polish with toothpaste 

and soft fabric 

NOTICE: the usage manual is only for reference, and all data subject to the actual product, any 

update without notice.   
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IX.  

BALBOA CONTROL SYSTEM / SPA CONTROL SYSTEM 

WARRANTY PROCESS 
 

If a Balboa control system / SPA control system is found to be defective in the field, the RMA can be 

handled either through the OEM or through one of Balboa offices. 

 

In all cases, the OEM dealer/distributor is encouraged first to call one of the Balboa tech service 

departments to get assistance in troubleshooting the product and diagnose the problem. 

 

In Europe, Balboa warranty department can be reached at: 

 

HYDROAIR  INTERNATIONAL  

BALBOA WATER GROUP 

ROUSTVEJ 50 VARDE, 6800 DENMARK 

Attn: Jan Hansen 

Jan.Hansen@Balboawater.com 

+45 7695 2410 

 

If above European service department can’t solve your problem , please reached at : 

 

Habitatetjardin.com Groupe Gecodis SA 

32, rue de paradis 75010 Paris, France  

Sav4@gecodis.com 

+33 (0)1 47 70 33 64 

 

 

 

mailto:Jan.Hansen@Balboawater.com
http://www.habitatetjardin.com/
mailto:Sav4@gecodis.com

